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I. Introduction 

The British mathematician Alan Turing is best known 
for developing a fundamental theory of computing 
machines and for helping to break the Axis Enigma 
code during World War 11.’ In addition to his prodigious 
contributions to mathematics, computer science, and 
cryptography, Turing, shortly before his suicide a t  the 
age of 42, wrote a single paper on chemistry, entitled 
“The Chemical Basis of Morphogenesis”.2 This re- 
markable work set forth a theory by which spontaneous 
pattern formation might arise from the interaction of 
reaction and diffusion in a chemical system. 

Turing’s ideas have had a considerable influence on 
theoretical developments in pattern formation. His 
mechanism has been utilized to describe pattern 
formation in semiconductor physics? star formation in 
galaxies: biological morph~genesis,~’ and as we shall 
discuss in this Account, chemistry. The largest impact 
of Turing’s work has been in providing a plausible 
explanation of how a variety of structures may emerge 
in living systems. Perhaps the most picturesque 
exposition of this approach to pattern formation can 
be found in the Scientific American article entitled 
“How the Leopard Gets Its S p ~ t s ” . ~  

Despite the considerable interest in them, Turing 
structures have remained experimentally elusive. It 
has not yet proven possible to identify in any actual 
biological system the minimal set of two morphogens, 
i.e., chemical species, responsible for generating the 
dynamical instability required by Turing’s theory. Until 
1990, attempts to find Turing structures in chemical 
systems had been equally unsuccessful. Although many 
examples of spatial pattern formation in reaction- 
diffusion systems are none satisfied Turing’s 
conditions of being convection-free and arising from a 
stable, homogeneous steady state through diffusion- 
induced instability. 

In 1990, De Kepper and colleagues in Bordeaux, 
working with an open unstirred gel reactor, observed 
the first experimental evidence for Turing structures 
in a chemical system, the chlorite-iodide-malonic acid 
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(CIMA) reaction.1° Since then, this work has been 
verified and extended both by the Bordeaux groupl1J2 
and by Ouyang and Swinney13 using several different 
reactor configurations. Recently, Ertl and co-workers 
have presented evidence that suggests the existence of 
Turing structures in experiments on the oxidation of 
carbon monoxide on the (110) face of a platinum single 
crystal.14 

11. What Is a Turing Structure? 

Turing-type spatial structures arise when the effects 
of diffusion cause a stable, homogeneous steady state 
of a chemical system to become unstable to infinitesimal 
inhomogeneous perturbations. Turing structures are 
stationary, that is, they do not change in time, and they 
have a characteristic wavelength that is independent 
of the size of the system. In a plane, the patterns that 
emerge after all transients have died away can consist 
of hexagons, stripes, or a mixture. Two examples in a 
quasi-two-dimensional system are shown in Figure 1. 

Nearly all theoretical treatments of Turing structures 
in a chemical system employ an activator-inhibitor 
kinetics. The activator (e.g., an autocatalyst) accel- 
erates the reaction, while the inhibitory species de- 
creases the effect of the activator, making the reaction 
slower. In the classic Turing system, the diffusion 
constant of the inhibitor must be greater than that of 
the activator, resulting in local activation and lateral 
inhibition. However, as we show later, by employing 
the chemistry of complex formation, it is possible to 
circumvent this requirement on the diffusion constants 
and to obtain Turing structures even when the activator 
can diffuse faster than the inhibitor. The size of the 
system must be larger than the intrinsic wavelength of 
the pattern in order for a pattern to form. The 
mathematical derivation of these requirements for 
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Figure 1. Quasi-two-dimensional Turing patterns in the ClO2- 
I2-MA reaction. Feed concentrations: for stripes, [MA10 = 1.0 
X lo-' M, [ClO2]0 = 1.5 X lo-:% M at one end, [I210 = 8.0 X lo"' 
M at the other end; for hexagons, [MA10 = 2.0 X le2 M, [Cl02]0 
= 1.0 X lo-" M at one end, [I210 = 8.0 X 10-4 M at the other end. 

simple model systems can be found in the books of 
MurrayG and Edelstein-Keshet.' 

111. The CIMA and Related Systems 

The chlorite-iodide-malonic acid reaction was dis- 
covered, as one of a series of systematically designed 
oscillating chemical reactions, at Brandeis in 1982.15 
This reaction is one of the few that show nearly periodic 
increases and decreases in concentration in a closed 
(batch) system. It is derived from the C102--1- open 
system oscillatory reaction, which exhibits a remarkable 
variety of kinetic phenomena. A number of efforta have 
been made to describe mechanistically the behavior of 
the C102--1- reaction in both batch and flow reactors.1619 
0uyang2O has carried out a detailed experimental study 
of the CIMA reaction. However, relatively little at- 
tention has been devoted to the mechanism of the batch 
oscillations in this reaction, despite its key role in the 
development of open reactors for studying spatial 
pattern formation21 and the discovery of the first Turing 
structures in this system.'() 

(15) De Kepper, P.; Epstein, I. R.; Kustin, K.; O r b h ,  M. J. Phys. 
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Figure 2. Experimental (A) and calculated (B) oscillations in 
absorbance (280 nm) in the ClO2-12-MA reaction: [ClOnlo = 1.7 
x (a), 1.0 X lo4 (b), 7.1 X le5 (c), [I210 = 5.0 X lo"', [MA10 
= 1.0 X 10-3, [H2S04] = 5.0 X le3 M. For clarity, curves b and 
c have been shifted upward by 0.05 and 0.10 absorbance units, 
respectively, since in the absence of a shift the curves overlap 
significantly. 

After the Turing structures were found, we sought, 
a t  the suggestion of the Bordeaux and Austin groups, 
to develop a mechanism for the CIMA reaction and to 
see if that mechanism could account for the observed 
structures. Our efforts proved successful, yielding a 
mechanism for the reaction that stresses the key role 
of chlorine dioxide.22 We have been able to abstract 
that mechanism to give a simple two-variable model 
that in one- and two-dimensional simulations yields 
Turing-type patterns of the same wavelength observed 
e~perimentally.~~ Finally, our study of the CIMA 
system has provided important insights into why it has 
been so difficult to generate Turing structures in 
chemical systems, why the CIMA system exhibits these 
patterns, and how one should be able to design new 
reactions that display Turing  structure^.^^ We present 
below the results of the experiments, of the mechanistic 
study of the CIMA system, and of the mathematical 
modeling of the structures. 

We first found that a simple extension of the most 
widely used model of the chlorite-iodide reactionlg to 
include the malonic acid-iodine reaction cannot account 
for the oscillation in batch. One or more essential 
species and their reactions, which are negligible in a 
continuous flow reactor (CSTR), must be important in 
batch. The earlier mechanistic studies did not take 
into consideration the formation of C102' in the chlorite- 
iodide reaction, since the rate of the spontaneous 
disproportionation of chlorite ion (the assumed source 

(22) Lengyel, I.; Rbbai, Gy.; Epstein, I. R. J. Am. Chem. SOC. 1990,112, 
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of chlorine dioxide) is negligible in comparison to the 
rates of other component reactions. The possible role 
of the Cl02' radical in chlorite-based oscillators was 
suggested first by Epstein and O r b h Z 5  Later Rhbai 
and Beck16 demonstrated experimentally that the 
disproportionation of ClOz- to ClOz' and C1- is accel- 
erated by intermediates of the 12-ClOz- reaction, and 
that the formation rate of C l0~ '  can be comparable to 
the rate of the fast chlorite-iodine reaction. Analysis 
of the spectra of the CIMA system in the course of the 
reaction resulted in the identification of C102* as a key 
species in the batch oscillator. After an initial rapid 
consumption of most of the chlorite and iodide to 
generate C102' and 12, oscillation results from the 
reactions of these latter species together with the 
reactant malonic acid. Support for this hypothesis is 
provided by the observation that if we start from C102*, 
12, and malonic acid (MA), we observe oscillations with 
the same waveform and frequency as in the original 
CIMA system but without any induction period. The 
oscillatory behavior of this modified chlorine dioxide- 
iodine-malonic acid system is shown in Figure 2A. 

We have employed an empirical rate law approach 
to describe the CIMA system and its derivatives. A 
minimal description requires only three component 
processes and their experimentally determined rate 
laws: the reaction between MA and 1 2  to produce iodide, 
the reaction between C102' and I-, and the reaction 
C102- and I-: 

c10, + I- - c10,- + l/JZ r2 = k2[C10,1 [I-] 

ClO; + 41- + 4H' - 21, + C1- + 2H20 

The values of the parameters arez2 k la  = 7.5 X M-' 
s-l and k l b  = 5 X M at pH = 2 and kz = 6 X lo3 
M-1 s-1, kSa = 460 M-2 s-l, k3b = 2.65 X s-l, and u 
= 10-14 M2 at 25 "C. Using overall stoichiometric 
processes rather than elementary steps for describing 
a complex kinetic system will yield valid results only 
if there is no significant interaction between the 
intermediates of the component processes, Le., no cross 
reactions, and if no intermediates build up to high 
concentrations. If these conditions hold, we can pre- 
serve the accuracy and simplicity of formal kinetic rate 
equations without having to assume rate constants for 
immeasurable elementary processes. This method has 
proven fruitful in describing several complex sys- 
t e m ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

The kinetics of reaction 1 were determined by Leopold 
and Haim,28 those of reaction 2 by Lengyel et al.22 and 
those of reaction 3 by Kern and Kimz9 and modified by 
Lengyel et aLZ2 This third reaction shows oscillatory 

(25) Epstein, I. R.; Orbh,  M. In Oscillations and Travelling Waves 
in Chemical Systems; Field, R. J., Burger, M., Eds.; Wiley: New York, 
1985; pp 286-288. 

(26) Mbai, Gy.; Bazsa, Gy.; Beck, M. T. J .  Am. Chem. SOC. 1979,101, 
6746-6748. 

(27) Gbspk, V.; Showalter, K. J .  Phys. Chem. 1990, 94,4973-4979. 
(28) Leopold, K. R.; Haim, A. Int. J .  Chem. Kinet. 1977,9, 83-95. 
(29) Kern, D. M.; Kim, C.-H. J. Am. Chem. SOC. 1965,87,5309-5313. 
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Figure 3. Experimental (a) and calculated (b) two-parameter 
bifurcation diagrams in the [I-lo-ko phase plane for the C102-I- 
CSTR oscillator. Dashed lines enclose regions of oscillation; solid 
lines bound regions of bistability. [ClOzl~ = 1.0 X 10" M, [HzSOJ 
= 5.0 x 10-3 M. 

behavior in a flow reactor at high input concentrations 
of C102- and I- (- M), but these oscillations do not 
occur at the lower concentrations employed in the study 
of the CIMA and related systems, because the key 
intermediates cannot accumulate to sufficiently high 
levels. From a dynamical point of view, reaction 3 is 
the crucial feedback process; it is autocatalytic in iodine 
and inhibited by the reactant iodide. Under the 
conditions of interest, [I21 is always high and almost 
constant. Thus the autocatalytic feature plays no 
significant role in the dynamics. However, [I-] can 
change by several orders of magnitude, and its inhibitory 
role is crucial. 

The differential rate equations corresponding to 
reactions 1-3 contain five variables, the concentrations 
of MA, 12, ClOZ', I-, and ClOz-. Numerical integration 
yields oscillations strikingly similar to those seen in 
the experiments (cf. Figure 2A,B). The agreement is 
remarkable considering the simplicity of the model. 

The model suggests that the only role of reaction 1 
is to produce iodide with a moderate speed. Therefore 
it should be possible to replace MA by other organics 
that produce iodide from iodine. We find that oscil- 
latory behavior occurs if ethyl acetoacetate is used in 
place of malonic acid.22 Iodide ion can, of course, be 
supplied not only by a chemical reaction but also by an 
external input flow. We might therefore expect chlorine 
dioxide and iodide ion to react with oscillatory kinetics 
in a flow reactor even without the addition of malonic 
acid. Experiments30 show oscillation in the CIOz*-I- 
system in a CSTR over a surprisingly broad range of 
input concentrations and residence time. In Figure 3a 
we show an experimental two-parameter bifurcation 

(30) Lengyel, I.; Li, J.; Epstein, I. R. J .  Phys. Chem. 1992, 96, 7032- 
7037. 
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diagram in the [I-] vs flow rate parameter plane. The 
corresponding plot calculated from reactions 2 and 3 
appears in Figure 3b. Again, the agreement is excellent. 

IV. Model Development for Spatial Studies 
Solution of the reaction-diffusion equations that 

describe the spatial behavior of a chemically reacting 
system is an extremely demanding computational task. 
For this reason, it is a great advantage to have a simple 
model with the smallest possible number of variables. 
The availability of such a model, the Oreg~nator,~, is 
one of the reasons for the popularity of the Belousov- 
Zhabotinsky reaction for theoretical studies of spatial 
phenomena. 

The model consisting of reactions 1-3 for the Cl02- 
ITMA reaction lends itself nicely to further simplifi- 
cation. The calculated concentrations of the reactants 
and intermediates suggest that, under a wide range of 
oscillatory conditions, [ClOz-I and [I-] change rapidly 
by several orders of magnitude, but [ClOZ’l, [I,], and 
[MA] vary much more slowly. We can therefore reduce 
the above five-variable model (reactions 1-3) to a two- 
variable system by treating the three slowly varying 
concentrations as constants. The resulting “reactions” 
are as follows (X = I-, Y = Cl02-): 

-X rM1 = k’, k’, = kl,[MAlo 

X - Y rM2 = k’,[Xl k’, = k,[C1O,lo (4) 

Lengyel and Epstein 

a very stable complex with triiodide ions. Starch and 
PAA do not constitute an inert medium like the solvent 
in the corresponding aqueous experiments. Starch and 
the starch-triiodide complex are nearly immobile, both 
in the gel and in aqueous solution, because of their high 
molecular weight. PAA also provides a hospitable 
environment for both IZ and I3-. Consequently, the 
diffusivity of 13- bound to the gel and/or to the starch 
is effectively zero. We assume rapid, reversible for- 
mation of a starch-triiodide (SI3-) complex, according 
to 

On introducing scaled variables and constants we can 
put the resulting system of differential equations into 
dimensionless form: 

(5 )  

where x = X/u1J2, y = Yk‘3/k‘zu, 7 = k’2t, a = k‘l/k’2~~/~, 

The steady state of this system ( X S S  = a/5,  yss = 1 + ~2125) is unstable if 
b < 3a/5 - 25/a (6) 

The PoincarkBendixson theorem32 guarantees that 
under these conditions the system will have a periodic 
limit cycle solution. This inequality defines a surface 
in the [C10~*l~-[I~l~-[MAl~ plane that separates the 
regions of stable oscillatory and steady states. The 
experimental range of oscillation is well described by 
this equation, except when the initial concentration of 
CIOzo is so low that it is nearly consumed in one 
oscillatory period, violating the assumption that [Cl02*1 
is a constant. 

In the experiments on the CIMA system we observed 
that starch, used as a color indicator of IS- ions, and the 
polyacrylamide gel (PAA) have key roles in producing 
Turing structures. Starch and other Is- indicators form 

(31) Field, R. J.; Korh, E.; Noyes, R. M. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1972,94, 

(32) Andronov, A. A,; Vitt, E. A.; Khaiken, S. E. Theory of Oscillators; 

b = k‘3/k’z~~/~. 

8649-8664. 

Pergamon: Oxford, 1966; p 361. 

(7) 
[SI,-] 

[SI [I,] [I-] 
S + I- + I, * SI3- K = 

where [SI represents the concentration of starch per 6 
monomer units needed to form a complete helix.33 If 
the formation and dissociation of the complex are rapid, 
the concentration of sI3- instantaneously follows that 
of I-, and SI3- can be expressed in terms of I-. If the 
complex is considered to be immobile and unreactive, 
which is in accord with the reactivity of 13- in other 
kinetic systems,34 then the differential equation system 
that describes the spatiotemporal development of the 
system is, in dimensionless form, 

where T’ = (1 + K97, K’ = K[S]O[IZIO, c is the ratio of 
diffusion coefficients of chlorite and iodide ions, and 
z is the spatial coordinate. A more detailed derivation 
of eq 8, including the fact that complex formation does 
not change the composition of the steady state but does 
modify its stability, can be found in ref 24. If the 
chemical system has a single unstable steady state and 
hence shows oscillatory behavior in the absence of 
starch, complex formation can stabilize the homoge- 
neous steady state and make possible the appearance 
of Turing structures at  parameters which would yield 
oscillatory kinetics in the complex-free system. Observe 
that in the above partial differential equation system 
(8) the effective ratio of diffusion coefficients is (1 + 
K’)c, which can be much greater than unity even if c 
C 1. Consequently, the presence of a species that forms 
an appropriate complex with the activator can allow 
Turing structures to form for a wide range of activator 
and inhibitor diffusion coefficients. 

We may imagine that the I- ions move not in a simple 
gel but in a medium with many traps (starch-, gel-bound 
12) that capture I- for a period of time before releasing 
it, thereby causing I- to diffuse and react much more 
slowly than in the absence of the traps. The complex 
formation separates the time scale of change of I- and 
C102- ions by a factor of (1 + K’). 

Several experiments have confirmed this effect of 

(33) (a) Saenger, W.Naturwissenschaften 1984,71,31-36. (b) Cesbo, 
A.; Benegas, J.; Ripoli, D. J.  Phys. Chem. 1986, 90, 2787-2791. 

(34) (a) Bazsa, Gy.; Beck, M. T. Acta Chim. Hung. 1972, 73,425-441. 
(b) Adegite, A.; Egboh, H. Znorg. Chim. Acta 1977,21, 1-4. (c) Mbai, 
Gy.; Beck, M. T. J. Chem. SOC., Dalton Trans. 1982,573-576. (d) Yiin, 
B. S.; Margerum, D. W .  Inorg. Chem. 1990,29, 1559-1564. 
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of a typical arrangement for 
studying Turing patterns. 
starch and the gel. Lee et al.35 observed Turing 
structures in a PAA gel in the absence of starch. 
Experiments by Agladze et al.12 show structures in a 
gel-free aqueous solution at  high starch concentration. 
In agarose gel, which does not interact chemically with 
iodine species as PAA does, the presence of starch is 
necessary for producing the structures.12 At low starch 
concentration the reaction shows traveling waves rather 
than Turing structures, demonstrating that the system 
is shifted to the oscillatory state, which is capable of 
producing waves. Noszticzius et alP have produced 
Turing structures with polyvinyl alcohol instead of 
starch as the 13- indicator. 

Our predictions come from an analytical treatment6 
of eq 8 based on linear stability analysis. This method 
gives information about the behavior of the system only 
in the neighborhood of the Turing bifurcation. Non- 
linear analysis is more complicated and can be done 
either numerically or, in fortunate cases, analytically. 
Rovinsky and Menzinger”’ have analyzed eqs 5 with 
the diffusion terms, mapped the possible different 
patterns in the a vs b parameter space, and discussed 
the interaction of the HopP8 and Turing bifurcations 
in the system. 

For modeling the experiments, it is necessary to 
consider several features of the experimental arrange- 
ment (Figure 4). In the experiments there is an inherent 
gradient in the concentration of the reactant species 
because of their different concentrations at  the bound- 
aries. The structures form perpendicular to this 
concentration gradient. If the thickness of the medium 
is small compared with the wavelength of the pattern, 
the structures are quasi-two-dimensionaI; only one layer 
is formed. We have developed a method based on linear 
stability analysis to find the position of Turing struc- 
tures along the concentration gradient and the thickness 
of the layer in which Turing structures f0rm.3~ 

Numerical integration of the two-variable model23940 
gives information about the type of patterns that form 

(35) Lee, K. Y.; McCormick, W. D.; Swinney, H. L.; Noszticzius, Z. J. 
Chem. Phys. 1992,95,4048-4049. 

(36) Noszticzius, Z.; Ouyang, Q.; McCormick, W. D.; Swinney, H. L. 
J.  Phys. Chem. 1992,96,6302-6307. 

(37) Rovinsky, A.; Menzinger, M. Preprint, 1992. 
(38) Phenomenologically, the Hopf and Turing bifurcations may be 

distinguished as follows. We start from a single homogeneous stable 
steady state a t  some set of conditions and then vary a control parameter 
(e.g., temperature or an input concentration). When a critical value of 
the parameter (the bifurcation point) is reached, a (normal or supercritical) 
Hopt bifurcation results in the continuous growth in amplitude of a 
spatially uniform but temporally periodic oscillation, while a Turing 
bifurcation leads to a spatially periodic but temporally stationary state. 
With the Hopf bifurcation, the initial state has become unstable to 
infinitesimal homogeneous perturbations, while with the Turing bifur- 
cation, that state remains stable to homogeneous perturbation, but is 
unstable to infinitesimal inhomogeneous perturbations. 

(39) Lengyel, I.; KBdk, S.; Epstein, I. R. Phys. Rev. Lett. 1992,69, 
2729-2731. 

(40) Guslander, J.; Field, R. J. Preprint, 1992. 
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Figure 5. Calculated Turing pattern from eq 8 a = 90.0, b = 
4.06, c = 1.0, K’ = 14.6; number of grid points 320 X 320 in a total 
length of 80 dimensionless units. Periodic boundary conditions 
were applied to decrease the effect of the boundaries on the 
patterns. 

when the stable homogeneous steady state becomes 
unstable to inhomogeneous perturbation. In experi- 
ments, the most frequently seen patterns consist of 
mixed stripes and hexagons. The different modes can 
be identified by Fourier transforming the observed 
pattern. 

In Figure 5 we show a calculated pattem. The 
calculation was started with initial perturbations around 
the homogeneous steady state that were random both 
in position and in amplitude with a maximum of 0.5 %I. 
The resulting patterns are interacting hexagons. 

V. Future Prospects 

In the Turing structure experiments described above, 
the starch, which forms an unreactive immobile com- 
plex, has a key role in slowing the diffusion of the 
activator iodide ions. The generalization of this effect 
is ~traightforward.~~ With any model, the same trans- 
formation used to obtain eq 8 from eq 5 can be applied. 
The notion of using a complexing agent to retard 
diffusion of the activator species can then be used to 
design new chemical systems capable of producing 
Turing structures. What type of reactions can be used? 
We have studied manymodels5*3194147 that show a Turing 
instability. All of them exhibit homogeneous temporal 
oscillations for some set of parameter values close to 
the range of Turing instability. This observation 
suggests a strong connection between the propensity of 

(41) Gierer, A.; Meinhardt, H. Kybernetik 1972,12,30-39. 
(42) (a) Degn, H.; Harrison, D. E. F. J. Theor. Biol. 1969,22,238-248. 

(b) Fairbn, V.; Velarde, M. G. Prog. Theor. Phys. 1979,61,801-814. 
(43) Thomas, D. In Analysis and Control of Immobilized Enzyme 

Systems; Thomas, D., Kernevez, J. P., Eds.; Springer-Verlag: New York, 
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a system to oscillate and its ability to exhibit Turing 
instability. A simple design (or search) algorithm would 
start from a system that shows oscillations and in which 
the activator species is capable of reversible complex 
formation. The reaction would be run with increasing 
amounts of complexing agent until the oscillatory state 
gives way to a stable steady state. The resulting 
concentrations would serve as a guide for carrying out 
experiments in a gel reactor.lOJ3 

One effect of complex formation is that it decreases 
the range of oscillation and increases the range of 
stability of the steady state. An oscillatory reaction 
mixture can generate traveling waves in an unstirred 
medium. The stable steady state can lead to a Turing 
instability. By changing the concentration of the 
complexing agent in small increments, one can study 
the transition from traveling waves to Turing structures. 
This transition has not yet been studied in detail either 
theoretically or experimentally. 

For modeling studies, the experimental arrangement 
causes some difficulties, because the system to be 
modeled has three spatial dimensions with a gradient 
of reactant concentrations along one of these. The 
structures form inside the gel at  a definite distance 
from the boundaries. The problem requires significant 
computational resources, in large measure because of 
the stiffness of the partial differential equations. The 
two-variable model is a simplified version of the five- 
variable model based on reactions 1-3. Advances in 
software will be required to allow treatment of the more 
accurate five-variable model in three dimensions or even 
in two dimensions with good spatial resolution. 

The model given by reactions 1-3 is based on overall 
component processes whose individual mechanisms 
may be quite complicated. Fortunately, under the 
conditions of interest for Turing structures, interactions 
between the intermediates of these processes are not 
significant, and the concentrations of the intermediates 
are much lower than those of the reactants of the 
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individual processes. In the case of CSTR oscillation 
of the C102--I- reaction, where the concentrations of 
C102- and I- are much higher, this approximation does 
not hold. The intermediates play a significant role. 
Several detailed models have been proposed for the 
C102--I- reaction,16J8J9 but none is able to account for 
both the oscillations in the C102--I-reaction in a CSTR 
and the oscillations in the CIMA batch system. Further 
experimental and modeling studies are needed to 
establish a more appropriate model that accounts for 
all the experimental observations. 

After nearly 40 years of failure, experimental progress 
in studying Turing structures has been rapid. We may 
expect further developments in the coming years. 
Theoretical work4 suggests that true three-dimensional 
Turing patterns should show symmetries similar to 
those found in crystals. Such patterns will be difficult 
to see with the optical techniques currently employed. 
A promising alternative is to utilize NMR 
which has already been applied to the study of traveling 
waves in reaction-diffusion systems.50 

Most studies of Turing structures in chemicalsystems 
have employed gel reactors. While this technology has 
been effective, it is relatively difficult to implement. It 
is likely that other media that have been utilized for 
the study of pattern formation in reaction-diffusion 
systems will be adapted to the study of Turing 
structures. Examples include membranessl and sol- 
gel glasses.52 We have recently obtained transient 
Turing-type structures in a batch gel-free reactor,53 a 
configuration that should make this phenomenon far 
more accessible to experimentalists. 

The application of Turing’s ideas to fields other than 
chemistry is becomingagrowth indwtry.s7.54 The most 
rapidly growing applications are likely to come in the 
field to which Turing originally envisioned applying 
his ideas, biology. For example, recent experimental 
advances in obtaining spatially resolved data at  the 
subcellular level by imaging [Ca2+l with calcium- 
sensitive dyes55 are likely to lead to the discovery of 
many more experimental examples of this fascinating 
phenomenon. 
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